Presenters
Introduction

James McAuley, Associate Professor & Senior Research Scientist will introduce his
research team and provide an overview of the work they do into the latest research in
pain and the link with the brain.
Dr McAuley will outline the problem of low back pain - why it has become not only an
international health crisis but also the devastating effects that it can have on
individuals. He will discuss some of major findings from his research program,
conducted over the last 15 years.
Dr McAuley’s research has shown that many of the treatments that are available to
treat low back pain are not very effective, and many are not any better than “letting
nature take its course”.
These findings have led Dr McAuley and his colleagues to
develop a new research program which focuses on an
unexpected target, the brain.

Pain, the brain and the back

Matthew Bagg (Physiotherapist and Scientist)
Treatment approaches that target the back have not solved the back pain problem.
Therapies currently being tested in clinical trials target the central nervous system. In
this presentation Matt will explain why targeting the central nervous system has
relevance to the treatment of back pain.
• The central nervous system (CNS) is the most important system in our body
• Our lived experience is the product of electrical activity in our CNS
• Pain is an experience, produced by our brain
• Pain is the result of complex, mostly sub-conscious, processing within our brain
• Pain results when perceived danger is greater than perceived activity
•
Pain is for protection
•
Pain is highly dependent on meaning

Moving forward with back pain

Myths about low back pain

Edel O’Hagan (Physiotherapist and Scientist)
New research on low back pain has shown that much of
what we used to think about low back pain needs to be
reconsidered. Edel will discuss some of the common myths
about low back pain and offer some of the truths to
counteract these myths.
Myth: My disc is damaged and that is causing my low back pain.
Truth: Damaged discs do not cause low back pain, neither do weak muscles, or
stretched ligaments.
Myth: I need an x-ray or an MRI scan to tell me what is wrong with my back.
Truth: No scan can tell you why you have pain, you cannot see pain on a scan. Nothing
seen on a scan tells you what you should do about your pain. Think of having a cold or
flu, do you know the specific bacteria that caused it? No. Will you get better? Yes. It’s
the same principle.
Myth: I must look after my posture.
Truth: There is no such thing as bad or good posture - and trying to ‘sit up straight’ is
likely to do more harm than good in the long run.
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Aidan Cashin (Exercise Physiologist and Scientist)
Physical activity or exercise, which we will refer to as
movement, is one of the most effective and recommended
interventions to reduce pain and disability for people with
chronic low back pain. At times, it can be difficult and even
overwhelming to start moving again. Throughout this talk
Aidan will explain the why, what and how you can start moving
forward with back pain.
Movement through physical activity or exercise is safe, well tolerated and
encouraged for people with low back pain
When we move we harness our internal pain control system. The more we
move, the stronger this system becomes and the less pain we feel.
Movement comes in many shapes and sizes. There is no one best type.
Movement is best when it is individualized, enjoyable, related to your goals and
has a suitable level of supervision.
It is ok to start moving with discomfort, remember you can be Sore but Safe.
When commencing or resuming movement, start slowly and gradually pace up
the amount and intensity of the activity, “every week do a little bit more, but not
too much”.
Resources
https://www.tamethebeast.org/
https://www.aci.health.nsw.gov.au/chronic-pain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KrUL8tOaQs

